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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE — May 05, 2024 / Berlin, Germany

Voxativ sets the new tempo in field coil loudspeakers with Andagio at HIGH-END Munich 2024.

This week in Munich, Voxativ, the renowned Berlin-based manufacturer of full-range loudspeakers and 
bespoke electronics, proudly debuts Andagio, their newest horn-loaded model meticulously optimized for 
their exclusive range of field coil drivers.

Andagio is a visionary reimagining of the core elements that earned Voxativ’s Ampeggio Due model the 
top position in AUDIO magazine amidst fierce competition for years. The iconic Due's exotic side-loaded 
horn, renowned for its capacity to reach down to 25 Hz, has been cleverly reconfigured to the rear of 
Andagio, creating a design that is not only deeper in form but also more adaptable to rooms with limited 
width.

Like all Voxativ products, Andagio integrates precision engineering with soulful craftsmanship and a 
relentless disregard for the ordinary. Starting at $32,900 when equipped with the paper-coned AC-X field 
coil driver, this model also offers higher-resolution configurations like the wood-coned AC-X2 at $36,900.

For the discerning audiophile who demands the ultimate in finesse and dynamics, the "Andagio" can be 
equipped with the world's first and only “hybrid field coil driver,” the AC-XHB, priced at $69,900. This 
innovative driver is unparalleled, combining a neodymium magnet ring to induce passive magnetism with 
a field coil and power supply that render it electromagnetic. The AC-XHB features a wooden cone crafted 
from tonholz, a revered material traditionally used in violin making, and is complemented by a supple goat 
leather surround.

Remarkably, the AC-XHB achieves a magnetic force of 24K Gauss within a 10mm gap—the most potent 
magnet motor ever developed. This formidable engineering enhances sonic performance through precise 
magnetic field control and ensures exceptional linearity and minimal distortion. The result is a sound of 
unparalleled clarity and detailed expression, bringing every nuance of the music to life.

Every configuration comes with the N1 linear power supply as standard, designed to provide a pristine 
12V DC voltage. Voxativ also offers three other improved power supplies that offer greater control and 
sophistication: a battery-powered version, a super-cap version, and, at the highest level, a tube-based 
configuration.

In celebration of the world’s largest international high-end audio show, Voxativ will present “Andagio," 
equipped with the AC-XHB and powered by the upgraded Voxativ N2 battery power supply ($12,900). 
This model boasts an automotive-grade cell that maintains a stabilized 12V charge for up to 8 hours and 
recharges automatically while in use.

The entire system will be driven by the Voxativ T805 SET Integrated Amp ($34,900), featuring 805 tubes 
in a pure Class-A design with a KT66 driver stage and an ECC83 input stage. The T805's substantial 120-
lb (55-kg) unibody housing is anodized in Berlin black and carved from a single 150-lb (68kg) aluminum 
block.

Voxativ founder and chief engineer Inés Adler Dipl.-Ing will be present with her team from Berlin and the 
USA to introduce these groundbreaking products alongside timeless models like their modular 9.88 
System and the reborn Ampeggio, a Stereophile product of the year.

Just as their home city, Berlin, Voxativ stands at the crossroads of glamour and grit, offering provocative, 
award-winning designs and handcrafted electronics that reveal the emotional truth of the music.

christopher.owens@voxativ.com [ Voxativ GmbH, Schmiedestraße 2, 15745 Wildau, Germany ]
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VOXATIV ANDAGIO
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GRüßE AUS BERLIN!
ANDAGIO IS THHE NEW TEMPO 
She is the sonic offspring of our award-winning Ampeggio Due, 
challenging the status quo with raw power. Ditch the filtered sounds 
of crossover designs for something real and uncut. This beast runs 
full-throttle on a filter-free design, boasting a massive folded back-
loaded horn that packs a symphonic punch. Customize your pair with 
a choice from our trio of field-coil drivers and a fierce arsenal of 
power supplies. Driven by electromagnetic force, our field-coil tech 
adeptly navigates complex crescendos, ensuring a purity of sound 
that mirrors the vibrancy of a live performance. STAY CURIOUS.

Frequency Response
Driver Options

Capacity
Dimensions
Piano Finish

Weight

25-20,000 Hz
AC-X, AC-X2, AC-XHB
(1 10 dB eff.)
50W Sinus
27” x 71” x 27” (WxHxD)
Berlin Black
165 lbs
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VOXATIV AC-XHB  
(HYBRID FIELD COIL DRIVER)
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